API Testing for Agile Teams
The Agile Testing
Solution for Teams
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API Fortress is a continuous testing platform
for APIs— which are the backbone of your

departments can work together on a single
platform, without disrupting their existing
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With API Fortress, entire teams and

Engine

websites and mobile applications.
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workflows. This allows for acceleration in
deliveries, cross department transparency,
elimination of bottlenecks, and a reduction in
risk when delivering APIs.
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Test
Standardize agile API testing while
simplifying distributed collaboration

Remove the silo and collaborate.

across your teams.

Integrate With Your Existing Toolchain and Workflows
Our platform is powered by APIs, allowing for seamless integration with your existing version
control systems, test case managers, CI platforms, ticketing systems, and notification methods.

“[With API Fortress] a 5-week test cycle has been reduced to three weeks. The 3540% reduction in API testing cycles comes from the ability to melt silos and centralize
API testing on a single platform - pivotal for a distributed, global organization.
Development updates no longer cause testing bottlenecks: with centralized API
testing, it is possible to rapidly update microservices and tests across the organization.”
-Sander Rensen, Solution PaaS Lead at Capgemini
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Accelerate Releases with Parallel
Development and Testing
Shift functional and performance
testing left to achieve optimal
speed and quality.

6 Weeks

API mocking unlocks working in parallel,
and accelerates deployments
3.5 Weeks

API Fortress Integrations

What Does It All Mean?
APIs are at the core of how companies are innovating today. They deserve the same level of testing that
websites and mobile applications get. With API Fortress, you can automate that testing in a standardized
manner across your organization.

About Us
API Fortress is a continuous testing platform for APIs that
helps organizations accelerate releases while decreasing risk.
Shift left with our automated platform, and unify developers
and test engineers on a standardized testing strategy.
Integrate with your existing version control and CI/CD
platforms to streamline workflows. Learn how enterprises are
transforming their API programs with continuous testing at

www.apifortress.com.

info@apifortress.com

